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I have spent the last six decades telling anyone who will listen that we are living in the final
stretch to the end of this Age of Grace. The countdown began in earnest with the birth of the
modern nation of Israel. That's why I call Israel "God's time clock.” Many of the prophecies
about the end-times are predicated on the return of God's people to the land He promised
them. That was an event that many Bible scholars thought could never happen. At various
places, the Bible tells us what will be happening in the world around us. These signs will
include physical events like earthquakes and wars. They will also include characteristics,
attitudes, and behaviors that manifest themselves in our cultures, our societies, and in our
individual selves. On top of this, the Bible warns that as we move closer to the end of the Age,
these signs will increase in intensity and frequency. But to be candid, even I am surprised at
some of the things I see playing out across our TV screens today. They are like bizarre scenes
from a B-movie. Rational -- or formerly rational -- people engaged in behaviors and
shenanigans that most hack screenwriters would be embarrassed to include in their trashy
screenplays.
One of the hallmarks of the last days will be the rise of irrationality. Romans 1:28 says, "And
just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a depraved
mind to do those things which are not proper." The Greek context here means God gave them
over to a mind that cannot even think in its own best interest. Satan must be pleased. Hatred is
on the rise in America. Everywhere we look, from politics to family life to racial groups to
religious traditions to economic classes to sports, our impatience, disgust, and sheer hatred of
one another is exploding. Everything we once held to be true and normal now seems to be
turned on its head. No one trusts anyone anymore. But it's no wonder. Truth has become a rare
commodity in America today. Conscience even rarer. I'm reminded of a remark found in Isaiah
5 that could perfectly describe the world today. Isaiah wrote, "They say that what is right is
wrong and what is wrong is right; that black is white and white is black; bitter is sweet and
sweet is bitter." (Isaiah 5:20 TLB)
What we see happening in America today would not have happened here even 30 years ago.
But in those years, we have been rearing generations of people who have no moral compass.
The forces of entertainment and education have successfully weakened our sense of heritage,
responsibility, even right and wrong to the point that we can't even think in our own best
interest. That's one reason why when people come along and challenge the prevailing
"wisdom" of the last few decades, they are treated with such disdain and disregard. We see it
plainly in the current Israeli/Palestinian conflict. No matter the fact that The Oslo Accord -- now
25 years old -- has been an unmitigated, abject failure (a disaster, really), when President
Trump suggests trying something diﬀerent -- like actually facing the realities of life in Israel -he is labeled a neophyte or, worse, a moron. The President's recent attempts to force the
Palestinian Authority to enter serious peace negotiations with the Israelis have been met with
derision at home and abroad. Though nothing has worked to end the conflict in the last 70
years, the world wants to keep doing more of the same. Isn't that the definition of insanity?
Of course, those of us who believe Bible prophecy know that only the return of Jesus Christ to
this earth will bring true, lasting peace to Israel.
But we who follow Jesus Christ need to wake up and smell the coﬀee, too. We are in the time
that Jesus Himself warned us about. The time when the world -- meaning the establishment -will hate us simply because we believe in and follow Him. And what the world hates, it
punishes and destroys. That's us, folks. What else can explain the utter contempt being
heaped on Vice President Mike Pence? Here is a man who embodies all of the ideals that we
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once looked for in a man: faith, fidelity to his wife and family, loyalty, honesty, hard work, and
sterling morals. Yet Frank Bruni, writing in The New York Times, called Vice President Pence, "a
holy terror... self-infatuated... a bigot... a liar... cruel." He went on to accuse Mr. Pence of having
"the conviction that he's on a mission from God and a determination to mold the entire nation
in the shape of his own faith, a regressive, repressive version of Christianity.” That's The New
York Times. And they're not really talking only about Vice President Pence, that's what the
establishment thinks about you and me. The Atlantic is one of the most prestigious magazines
in the United States. It recently ran an article headlined, "God's Plan for Mike Pence.” It
featured an illustration of Vice President Pence as a holy man, draped in the garb of an
Apostle, his hands raised skyward and a look of holier-than-thou piety on his face. A halo
framed his head. That graphic mocked not only the Vice President, but all people of faith,
especially Christians. The article described him as a "Bible thumper" who "often cited scripture
to explain his votes." The author, McKay Coppins called Mr. Pence, "dangerous."
He wrote, "In some quarters on the left, it has become fashionable to fret that Pence's
fundamentalist faith and comparative political savvy would make him an even more
'dangerous' president than Trump. He has been branded a 'theocrat' and a 'Christian
supremacist.'"
California's Democrat Representative Maxine Waters has already publicly stated that once
Trump has been taken care of, they're going after the next one. That's the Vice President. And
the groundwork is already being laid. On the popular television program, The View, Joy Behar
said about the Vice President, "It's one thing to talk to Jesus. It's another thing when Jesus
talks to you. That's mental illness... hearing voices.” Though she later apologized, her apology
did not diminish the Left's growing tide of panic and hatred for Vice President Pence. And us.
Folks, this is nothing less than absolute spiritual warfare. What we are seeing is the rise of a
new anti-Christian caste system in America. Followers of Jesus are being systematically
disqualified from positions of influence. Just last year, Senator Bernie Sanders told a Senate
hearing that Christians should not be allowed to serve in high positions in the government.
In the first 180 years of the Supreme Court, its justices were almost all Protestant. Today, there
is one Protestant. Justice Neil Gorsuch was raised Catholic, but now attends an Episcopal
church. There are four Roman Catholic justices and three Jewish justices. President Trump's
current nominee, Judge Brett Kavanaugh, is Catholic. For a while, Catholics were approved by
the ruling elite, even conservative Catholics. Antonin Scalia was one of the most conservative
justices in a generation. He was also a conservative Catholic. In 1986, the Senate confirmed
him 98 to 0.
But that was another America. Today, conservative Catholics are treated with the same disdain
as Evangelicals. I truly believe that one of the strongest underlying fears of the Left -- as
embodied by the Democrat Senators -- is that a future Justice Kavanaugh's religious faith, if
given the opportunity, will compel him to undermine the sacred cows of the Left, like abortion
and gay marriage. That means that his confirmation has taken on the earmarks of spiritual
warfare, not simply a review of his judicial qualifications to sit on the highest court.
More than half the nation identifies as Protestant. More than a quarter identifies as Evangelical.
Where are they? They have been systematically filtered out of the process. They can win
elections, but are largely excluded from the judiciary; from tenured posts at universities; from
leadership in the nation's think tanks; from entertainment; and from thousands of other highly
influential positions. The nation that was founded by Christians on Christian principles became
the envy of the world. It provided its citizens with more freedom and more prosperity than any
other nation in history. Now those Christians are becoming outcasts in the nation they built.
And it's not just the Christian faith that's under attack, but Christian values, too.
Just as the Bible warned. I say it again. This is spiritual warfare. It doesn't have anything to do
with rationality or intellectual debate. When the establishment comes after you because of your
Christian beliefs, recognize that the source of that hostility is Hell itself. Satan is behind the
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hatred of God's people, whether it's the Jews or true Christians. And he is going all-out to
destroy the true church and everything the followers of Christ have built. That includes
America. But I have some good news. Jesus said, "In the world you have tribulation, but take
courage; I have overcome the world." (John 16:33 NASB) In II Corinthians 5:20, the Apostle
Paul calls us "ambassadors for Christ."Consider this. Before hostilities break out between
nations, they withdraw their respective ambassadors. At some point in the near future, God will
unleash His wrath against Satan and sin. But before He declares war on this sin-infested
planet, God will remove His ambassadors. He will evacuate us from this hostile situation. He
will get us out before the real shooting-war begins. We call this evacuation operation "The
Rapture.” The Bible calls it our "blessed hope." (Titus 2:13 NASB). Don’t miss this week's
Report on TBN, Daystar, CPM Network, various local stations, www.hallindsey.com or
www.hischannel.com. Please check your local listings.
God Bless,
Hal Lindsey
mail: HLMM, P.O. Box 470470, Tulsa, OK 74147
email: comments@hallindsey.com
web: http://www.hallindsey.com
Important PS from FactorReady.com: Hal Lindsey is “On The Money” with this very timely
report, and has fully “Hit The Nail On The Head” with the current national status in our opinion.
Shame on us for the moral decline now occurring in our country. It would appear that short of a
truly national repentance, the only real and long term solution for this world wide dilemma will
be the 2nd Coming of Christ Himself. We would hope Mr. Lindsey is also correct in his view of
a “Pre-Tribulation” Rapture, whereas the Lord will remove all His Saints (The Church) prior to
the up to 7 years of a biblical prophesied Tribulation period. However, some compelling studies
indicate it could occur Mid-Trib (about one-half way before the latter “Great Tribulation” era
occurs) and some even feel it will be a Pre-Rath or Post-Trib event. Needless to say, regardless
of the timing on this glorious event, we need to “Get Our Houses In Order” and be sure we are
all sincere and “Rapture Ready” Christians. Visit our web site and review the Home Page article
for more input, as well as the various Christian pdf articles, posted under the Downloads tab in
the Other Msgs. folder). Updates are now in place. How unbelievably sad that Luke 6:31 is not
recognized and honored world wide. Just that one verse from our Lord would resolve the
present political problems. May we certainly suggest you subscribe to Mr. Lindsey’s free and
informative newsletters, visit his web site and watch his enlightening TV broadcasts.
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